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Introduction

The transition from laminar to turbulent flow is of great and fundamental importance in fluid dynamic applications. Skin friction drag, heat transfer, and mass transfer can increase by an order of magnitude between laminar and turbulent flow states. The physics of the myriad transition instability mechanisms have been, and are being exhaustively studied, in terms of both linear and non-linear processes. Each have numerous and possibly interacting manifestations depending upon both the details of the physical problem and the initial and boundary conditions [ref. 1]. Boundary layer transition involves several progressive stages, which result in the ultimate result of turbulent flow. The initial stage is the establishment of the body inviscid and viscous flow fields. A critical input for the transition portion of those flow fields is the multifarious initial disturbance fields, which can be present in the free stream or generated by the vehicle [ref. 2]. These initial disturbance fields are altered by the mean flow in a process termed receptivity and constitute the input for the initial/boundary value transition process. Even low amplitude initial disturbances can, singularly and in combination, affect transition location. There are also a plethora of vehicle geometry boundary conditions which have historically been included in the transition “disturbance fields” including waviness, steps, gaps, roughness, etc. Computational capabilities have advanced via both algorithms and machine capabilities to the point where, given excellent specification of the geometry and initial disturbance fields, the body transition locus could be computed. Thus far, transition prediction for applied problems has been based upon what is termed the e-to-the-N method, a measure of how much linear amplification is computed to have occurred between the commencement of the linear amplification process to where the disturbance growth is sufficient to incite break down into the (observed) non-linear “transitional region.” This is where the flow begins to progress from laminar to turbulent surface heating and friction drag [ref. 3]. Since transition can also occur via a combination of various non-linear bypasses and be affected by levels of initial disturbances, the linear theory e-to-the-N approach has yielded, crudely, two major levels for N: one for “clean” flight experiments and ultra-low disturbance ground facilities [ref. 3] and a much lower level for conventional ground facilities and flight vehicles having, for various reasons, high initial disturbance fields. Overall, the N-factor method should be replaced with direct initial/boundary value computation of the transition process. However, as stated, that requires detailed knowledge of the initial disturbance fields. This knowledge does not yet exist. What would be required in flight is the amplitude, spectra, and mode of all initial and bounding disturbance fields, including vehicle generated disturbances, as a function of latitude, longitude, altitude, and time along the flight path.

Typically, multiple initial disturbance types/sources are present, some capable of producing early non-linear, secondary instabilities and synergistically producing earlier transition [ref. 1]. In the absence of intense/bypass initial disturbance fields, the disturbance fields of most interest to transition are those that are amplified in the normal mode processes. These normal modes can include any or all of the following over a vehicle: Tollmien-Schlichting waves, Mack Second Modes, Cross Flow Disturbance Vortices, Taylor-Gortler Vortices, embedded Kelvin-Helmholtz Waves, and others. The frequency of these disturbance amplification modes varies widely and are the result of vehicle, flow, and flight details. The litany of initial disturbances includes velocity/vorticity fluctuations, temperature and concentration fluctuations, pressure/acoustic fluctuations, particulates, electrostatics, roughness/waviness/gaps/steps, surface dynamic mass transfer, and surface vibrations. The purpose of this report is to review existing information regarding the many initial disturbance fields along with the extant observations regarding their impacts upon boundary layer transition in flight. Suggestions will be made regarding ways forward to provide the requisite increased knowledge regarding initial disturbance fields required to predict transition numerically more accurately, as an initial/boundary layer problem. Such predictions would enable improved design for either delaying transition for drag reduction or advancing it for propulsion and flow separation control. Delaying transition, or laminar flow control, is a major approach to reducing drag on aircraft and thereby reducing their costs and climate impacts. The climate situation is re-energizing interest in laminar flow control. This time not only on wings but also on fuselages. A related application regarding technological effects of atmospheric disturbances upon boundary layer transition is the increasingly important wind turbines generating much of the ever less expensive renewable green energy. For that application, increased initial disturbance levels increase efficiency via earlier transition resulting in less airfoil separation and higher loading.
Stream Turbulence

Fluctuations in vorticity/velocity, temperature/entropy, pressure/acoustics, and species concentrations are usually lumped into the category of atmospheric and stream “turbulence”. It was noted early on in aeronautics in the 1930s that there was a large difference between transition behavior in free flight and in wind tunnels, with transition occurring earlier in wind tunnels. Research at the time traced much of this to greater free stream turbulence in wind tunnels, resulting in the development starting in the 1930s of low turbulence tunnels employing screens and honeycombs in the settling/stagnation chamber. These measures were successful in creating in these special wind tunnels transition behavior closer to flight. Such low disturbance tunnels were generally smaller and mainly used for research vice development. The latter being usually conducted in larger tunnels with higher stream disturbance levels. Ground facility free stream turbulence modes, levels, and impacts vary between subsonic vs. supersonic and above speeds. In subsonic facilities the stream disturbances are usually velocity fluctuations. At transonic speeds and higher the dominant stream disturbance tends to be acoustic modes. At high speeds shock waves can both amplify the incident levels and generate other disturbance modes [ref. 4]. High speed vehicles usually involve nose region bluntness and associated imbedded subsonic regions. Acoustic disturbance modes can reflect off the body and back onto the bow shock and be rereflected, which could allow formation of a richer disturbance spectra [ref. 5]. Also at high speeds, incident concentration fluctuations could incite chemical reactions, further enriching the operative disturbance field external to and initially embedded in the boundary layer. Large scale turbulence can alter the mean flow and hence the transition locus, an expected effect in flight where the turbulence scales are larger.

In the atmosphere and ocean, the usual sources of instabilities/flow dynamics in the air/water column are due to natural convection instabilities in thermally or salinity stratified flows. Usually, the dominant scale of such ambient turbulence is large compared to air vehicle viscous flows. However, turbulence has a wide spectra of motions and there can be dynamic energy content extant down to vehicle viscous flow relevant scales and increased small scale content produced by localized shear layers including weather fronts, the jet stream, ocean currents, atmospheric and benthic boundary layers, and internal wave breaking. Some conventional power generation stations have quite high chimneys whose efflux can create concentration and temperature fluctuations in the atmosphere.

In conventional wind tunnels the sources of stream turbulence depend upon facility design, whether open or closed circuit, speed range, powering, and heating processes. The scale of the stream turbulence in wind tunnels is generally closer to model flow than is the case in flight, hence the same overall turbulence level would, to first order, be expected to have a greater effect on transition in ground facilities. The usual dominant conventional wind tunnel circuit stream turbulence sources are wakes and separated flows and, as stated, can be significantly reduced by settling chamber honeycombs and screens. The mean flow expansion to test conditions reduces test chamber turbulence intensity level except for heated facilities, where enthalpy fluctuations generate stream turbulence during the expansion process. Reduction of stream velocity (aka turbulence) levels usually results in the dominance of the next level of stream disturbance mode – acoustics. The slots and perforations in transonic tunnel walls to control reflected shock impacts generate acoustic energy [ref. 6]. The presence of the model in the test chamber can incite Parker acoustic modes. For supersonic and hypersonic wind tunnels, the dominant stream disturbance is acoustic radiation from the turbulent nozzle wall boundary layers [ref. 7]. Approaches have been developed for high-speed facilities to reinitialize a laminar boundary layer on the nozzle wall near the throat and to design the nozzle to maintain that laminar wall and ultra-low radiated noise condition for as long as possible. Transition data from such high speed “quiet” facilities agree better with flight data than that from conventional “noisy” tunnels [ref. 8]. In the flight case, acoustic fields are generated by the propulsion systems which radiate over the vehicle differently depending upon placement of the propulsive systems and Mach number. Then, at high speeds, there is the multimode dynamics produced by shock waves generated by, or reflecting from, interacting with turbulent flows [ref. 4]. In the design of supersonic transports (SSTs) with laminar flow on the wings, such shock generated disturbance fields can radiate from the fuselage onto the wing. The various boundary layer instability modes are differentially excited/ altered by various stream disturbance modes. As an example, the crossflow instability appears to be not greatly affected by acoustics except in the presence of roughness, a case of combined disturbance field impacts which, as a class of problem, have been little studied but which should be.
Particulates

Historically, particulates have been observed to dampen turbulence (e.g., rain and water sprays). Particulates are used to reduce turbulent drag. However, for transition, particulates can be a major source of initial disturbances via several mechanisms [refs. 2, 9]. These mechanisms include sticking to the surface and becoming a roughness source and producing vorticity while the particle is immersed in the viscous flow (e.g., particle rotation). For the high-speed case, depending on the size of the particle, it can dimple the bow shock during transit through the shock, which then convects downstream with the disturbance frequency given by particle concentration. If large enough, the particle can impact the nose region, producing a roughness via either sticking or gouging. If smaller, the particle can follow streamlines external to the viscous flow, undergo acceleration, and produce a shock wave in the process that strafes the body boundary layer. If smaller still, the particle can follow streamlines and rotate in the boundary layer. Particles can also induce chemical reactions in high-speed flows depending upon their composition and the flow conditions. Stream particle and flow interaction (e.g., effects of rain, snow, ice, dust) has been studied as a source of flight dispersion for weapons [ref 10].

Particles are present in almost all flows unless extraordinary measures are taken to exclude them. At high altitudes, noctilucent clouds can occur at the upper latitudes. These clouds are composed of cosmic dust coated with ice with a diameter the order of .1 micron. For lower altitudes, the particle sources are terrestrial via various mechanisms producing various sizes including volcanic emissions formed at altitude from atmospheric gases, lofted terrestrial dust, solid surfuric acid from the high-power station stack efflux, rocket exhaust particulates, rain, snow, and ice. In the wind tunnel, there are usually corrosion particulates and if a particle-enabled Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) is used, the LDV particles. In ocean tests, attempts to do laminar flow control were foiled by the particles present in the water column, both animate and inanimate [ref. 11]. Reference 12 indicates that quite small particulates provide a ready mechanism for unit Reynolds Number effects in flight.

Electrostatics

Electrostatics have long created serious problems for aerospace, ranging from loss of life to loss of vehicles [ref. 13]. Mechanisms have included shock, ordnance ignition, fires, explosions, degradation of coatings, sensor, communication, computer, and navigation issues. The possibility of electrostatics, via high frequency discharge of tribo-charged surfaces constituting an initial disturbance field for transition, has been little studied [refs. 14, 15], although there has been considerable interest in using plasma discharges for flow control. Vehicle charging can occur due to tribocharging from flight through atmospheric particulates and from particulates produced in the engine flows. The aircraft charge buildup can exceed 300 kV and is usually discharged using sharp-tipped external devices to avoid information technology (IT) interference. Charge buildup can occur on exposed dielectric surfaces such as windows/canopies, radomes, etc. Discharge is usually via corona mechanisms to adjacent conducting surfaces. Typical discharge frequencies are over 200 kHz, which can, especially at high speeds, constitute a significant initial disturbance field. At very high speeds, the discharge can occur to the plasma flowing over the body. The primary initial disturbance field produced by electrostatics in flight is via high frequency heating of the flow or “temperature spottiness”. The heated gas moves away from the wall causing dynamic streamline deflections.

Vehicle-Generated Disturbance Fields

Vehicles can produce/exhibit varying surface roughness, waviness, gaps, steps, vibrations, etc. that can alter during flight due to increasing loading duration, including the impacts of aerodynamic heating at high speeds [refs. 16, 17]. Also, depending upon thermal protection system details, sublimation and ablation of the surface can occur and alter the vehicle surface over the time of flight. Flight experience with laminar flow control has strongly called out insect impacts and their residue as serious roughness issues accrued during flight. There are technologies under development aimed at reducing these. For transition prediction in flight, these in-flight-produced variations require definitization. Vehicle-propulsion-generated acoustics can, especially at subsonic speeds, affect extensive regions of the vehicle, requiring extensive acoustic computation as a function of vehicle design and operational parameters. At high speeds, details of fuselage surface morphology can generate, usually within turbulent boundary layers, multiple oscillating shock waves which, depending upon vehicle design, can intersect/interact with wing...
viscous flows [ref.4]. Study of laminar flow control suction surfaces indicate worrisome acoustic disturbances exiting the suction slots. The X-21 program researched minimization of these disturbances. With pressurized fuselages, airframe air leakage will vary in space and time. Propellor slip streams are also a major problem for laminar flow control. The space shuttle experienced major vehicle-generated disturbance field effects upon transition in flight [ref. 18]. The launch stack had the orbiter lower surface with the thermal protection system tiles mated toward the central hydrogen tank. The hydrogen tank dump line ran between the shuttle lower surface and the hydrogen tank. At KSC with its usual high humidity, during launch preparation the very cold hydrogen dump line would accrete ice. During launch this ice could break off and impact the tiles, causing various levels and locations of surface damage which directly impacted the boundary layer transition/heating during reentry.

Initial Disturbance Field(s) Impacts During Flight

There is a paucity of flight transition experiments with concomitant measurements of initial disturbance fields and their impacts. At high speeds there are some interesting rocket development experiences possibly related to initial disturbance fields. A series of flights with nominally identical vehicles identified the possibility that the variable transition locations observed were due to atmospheric particulate effects. Another series of vehicles with different outer coverings suggested the possibility of electrostatics.

In ref. 19, a hot wire was mounted on the nose of a low-speed glider to measure incident turbulence intensities, which were found to be greater than usually observed in the atmosphere and increased in the presence of clouds, possibly due to the presence of particulates. The transition processes in flight were similar to those in usual higher turbulence wind tunnels, not low disturbance tunnels.

In ref. 20, fluctuating pitot pressure and cone transition data were obtained on a cone mounted ahead of a powered fighter aircraft at subsonic and supersonic conditions. The stream disturbances decreased in level when the vehicle went supersonic, suggesting that disturbances at subsonic flight speeds might have been partially propulsion and airframe generated acoustics radiated forward onto the cone. The measured stream disturbances had appreciable signal out to some 20 kHz. The stream disturbance levels in this flight experiment were the order of those measured in low disturbance ground facilities as were the transition locations. This suggests that low disturbance ground facilities are useful with respect to replicating flight fairly well in the case of a “clean”, low disturbance flight, which are usually research flights where special care has been taken to minimize initial disturbance fields.

In the X-21 laminar flow control (LFC) flight research program [ref. 21] concerning suction LFC on a swept wing, 50-mile visibility was required to avoid effects of atmospheric aerosols upon the performance of the suction LFC.

In ref. 22, flight experiments on a motorized glider with a natural laminar flow (NLF) wing flying through varying free stream turbulence documented detailed measurements of the disturbance field and transition processes. The wide-scale spectrum of the atmospheric turbulence produced, from larger scales, unsteady mean flow over the airfoil which accelerated transition, as did the smaller scales. Overall, as mentioned, for a given free stream turbulence intensity, more of the fluctuating energy scales with the vehicle and viscous flow in the wind tunnel than in flight, producing, for a given turbulence intensity measurement, more effect on transition in the wind tunnel than in flight.

In ref. 23, a turboprop aircraft with an NLF wing glove and flight in and out of clouds was studied. Dry clouds did not alter transition, but wet clouds with water particulates did. Transition was often tripped by laminar boundary layer separation.

In ref. 24, transition measurements in flight on a business jet with 27.23 degrees wing sweep angle were analyzed. No observable effect of different engine settings/varying engine noise was noted.

Ref. 25 determined sailplane wings in atmospheric turbulence can bypass the linear amplification mode. In ref. 26, flow behavior on a laminar glove on a glider during transition development was compared with wind tunnel results. Oblique instability wave trains occurred earlier in the transition process in flight.

Ref. 27 studied roughness and surface morphology changes in flight and their effects on transition.

This section indicates the paucity of data available concerning the impacts, in flight, of stream and vehicle disturbances upon vehicle transition location and behavior. Much of the observed behavior is dependent upon vehicle design details. Zeroth order, these design details dictate the basic instability modes and their combinatorials leading to transition and alter the effects of stream and vehicle disturbance fields. There are few robust general flight
application indications with respect to transition behavior from such limited information considering the rich and interacting physics. This is the fundamental rational for greatly increased study and documentation with respect to stream and vehicle disturbances in flight so that the transition design problem can be definitively treated as an initial, boundary value problem.

A Suggestion

What is needed to enable utilization of initial disturbance fields in flight for transition prediction, predicting transition as an initial/boundary value problem is data – extensive, “big data” to attempt to at least bound the transition locus given vehicle specifics, a flight path, and a day/date. Sparse initial data sets, regarding atmospheric turbulence levels and particulates for various atmospheric conditions and altitudes, do exist. These can be assembled, accessed, and used to provide initial bounds for those inputs. Careful pre- and post-flight scanning/documentation of vehicle surface morphology would be useful as a first order attempt to bound vehicle-induced and modified initial disturbance fields. A suggested follow-on approach for serious transition research and the effects of initial disturbance fields in flight includes a combination of the following:

1. Using state-of-the-art miniaturized sensors/instruments including optical systems, develop an instrumentation package to measure both free stream turbulence/particulates changes during flight (which were observed to be critical to transition) and associated vehicle surface morphology dynamics. These sensors could be mounted on a large number of flight vehicles employing various flight paths. It is a relatively inexpensive approach to obtain and amplify the limited extant initial disturbance field data for flight and would improve and delineate the bounds of the normal and define the abnormal conditions regarding initial disturbances for flight transition.

2. Conduct a flight research study designed around the available initial disturbance field data sets, to perform detailed experiments to measure both initial disturbance fields and boundary layer transition behaviors along with comparisons to transition prediction computations.

Concluding Remarks

The mean flow conditions in flight can appreciably change day to day, therefore, atmospheric dynamics models should be used to determine excursions from the standard atmospheric tables to estimate flight transition location. Atmospheric turbulence data indicate possible coupling with boundary layer transition up to the order of 40,000 feet, with internal wave breaking events possibly extending this to higher altitudes. Particulates as initial transition disturbance fields could extend up to 70,000 to 80,000 feet. Electrostatics are always a possibility if dialectic outer surfaces are present, enabling charge buildup/discharge from flight through atmospheric particulates. Acoustic fields and surface morphology, including insect remains, are additional common flight disturbance fields. Initial disturbance fields can act upon transition synergistically and the structure/detailed development(s) of the mean flow determines the dominant instability modes, which can have quite different sensitivities to various classes and levels of initial disturbances. That is, boundary layer transition is a system of systems, involving linear and nonlinear amplification processes with major variability depending upon the mean flow development details and their varying sensitivities to initial disturbance fields and modal amplifications.

The available data regarding the sensitivity of transition to disturbances in flight indicate the variability and larger scales of atmospheric turbulence for a given turbulence intensity can have different and sizable impacts on the transition process, as can flight through clouds and atmospheric particulates. Surface morphology is another major transition change agent, which can and usually does alter during flight.

Flight disturbance knowledgeable requires sensing exquisitely detailed and continually updated surface morphology, all aspects, and all cogent stream disturbance sources, both atmospheric and vehicle engendered. Many of these requisite initial/boundary condition disturbance field measurement requirements have evidently not been considered either feasible, or important enough thus far to support a serious delineation effort. Therefore, designers cannot (yet) reliably predict transition in flight. Perhaps researchers and engineers can develop workarounds or ways to accommodate current innate shortfalls regarding flight transition prediction. The sensors are now available to gather the requisite data to predict transition as an initial, boundary layer problem.
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